Smart-View Alert and Tamper
Be in control of your safety
Smart-View is the first Sigfox IoT Alert mobile application.
Safety in South Africa is a concept we all fear. South Africa being one of the countries with the highest crime
rate in the world, it is crucial to ensure your family’s safety.
What better way to have peace of mind that your family is safe is, than by tracking them on their daily routines
if they alert you they in danger and being notified if any tampering is detected on your property such as doors,
windows or gates opening.
This is now possible with Smart-View Alert incorporating Smart-View tamper. Using the technology of IOT to
your advantage by giving you instant notifications.

Smart-View Alert
Benefits
Peace of mind that your family can now alert you without a mobile phone is now possible with Smart-View Alert.
•
Instantaneous
Alert
SMS
with theand instantly being alerted if they in danger through the touch of a button.
Tracking
them on their
daily
routines
following details.
o Alert Approx GPS Location.
o Updated GPS Location once
manufactured locally in South-Africa by Visio-Soft.
alert logs in the GPS.
o Phone GPS Location.
o Phone Battery Level.
o Phone Speed Travelling.
•
Instantaneous Push Notification to all
linked users.
•
GPS location plotted on google
maps.

How it works
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Smart-View Tamper
VisioTamper is smartly integrated inside the alert mobile application. Be instantly alerted of
any tampering detected on devices placed on places of entry such as doors, windows etc.

Smart-View tamper offers a list of all tamper detections. This allows for tamper devices at your
disposal to be arm and disarmed according to your comfort.

Smart-View Tamper
Benefits
•

Effortless control over your
security

•

Instantaneous Notification of any
tampering detected

•

Remote access from your mobile

•

Peace of mind knowing safety
measures are in place
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